Chapter 13
Relational
Calculus,Visual
Query Languages,
and Deductive
Databases
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SQL and Relational Calculus
• Although relational algebra is useful in the
analysis of query evaluation, SQL is actually
based on a different query language:
relational calculus
• There are two relational calculi:
– Tuple relational calculus (TRC)
– Domain relational calculus (DRC)
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Tuple Relational Calculus
• Form of query:
{T | Condition(T)}
– T is the target – a variable that ranges over
tuples of values
– Condition is the body of the query
• Involves T (and possibly other variables)
• Evaluates to true or false if a specific tuple is
substituted for T
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Tuple Relational Calculus: Example
{T | Teaching(T) AND T.Semester = ‘F2000’}

• When a concrete tuple has been substituted
for T:
– Teaching(T) is true if T is in the relational
instance of Teaching
– T.Semester = ‘F2000’ is true if the semester
attribute of T has value F2000
– Equivalent to:
SELECT *
FROM Teaching T
WHERE T.Semester = ‘F2000’
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Relation Between SQL and TRC
{T | Teaching(T) AND T.Semester = ‘F2000’}
SELECT *
FROM Teaching T
WHERE T.Semester = ‘F2000’
• Target T corresponds to SELECT list: the query
result contains the entire tuple
• Body split between two clauses:
– Teaching(T) corresponds to FROM clause
– T.Semester = ‘F2000’ corresponds to WHERE clause
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Query Result
• The result of a TRC query with respect to a
given database is the set of all choices of
tuples for the variable T that make the query
condition a true statement about the database
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Query Condition
• Atomic condition:
– P(T), where P is a relation name
– T.A oper S.B or T.A oper const, where T and S are
relation names, A and B are attributes and oper is a
comparison operator (e.g., =, ≠,<, >, ∈, etc)

• (General) condition:
– atomic condition
– If C1 and C2 are conditions then C1 AND C2 ,
C1 OR C2, and NOT C1 are conditions
– If R is a relation name, T a tuple variable, and C(T)
is a condition that uses T, then ∀T ∈ R (C(T)) and
∃T ∈R (C(T)) are conditions
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Bound and Free Variables
• X is a free variable in the statement C1: “X is in
CS305” (this might be represented more formally as C1(X) )
– The statement is neither true nor false in a particular state of the
database until we assign a value to X

• X is a bound (or quantified) variable in the statement C2:
“there exists a student X such that X is in CS305” (this
might be represented more formally as
∃ X∈ S (C2(X))
where S is the set of all students)
• This statement can be assigned a truth value for any particular state of the
database
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Bound and Free Variables in TRC Queries
• Bound variables are used to make assertions about
tuples in database (used in conditions)
• Free variables designate the tuples to be returned by
the query (used in targets)
!

{S | Student(S) AND (∃ T ∈Transcript
(S.Id = T.StudId AND T.CrsCode = ‘CS305’)) }

!
– When a value is substituted for S the condition has value
true or false

• There can be only one free variable in a condition
(the one that appears in the target)
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Example
{ E | Course(E) AND
∀S ∈ Student (
∃ T ∈ Transcript (
T.StudId = S.Id AND
T. CrsCode = E.CrsCode
)
)
}

• Returns the set of all course tuples
corresponding to all courses that have been
taken by all students
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TRC Syntax Extension
• We add syntactic sugar to TRC, which simplifies
queries and make the syntax even closer to that
of SQL
{S.Name, T.CrsCode | Student (S) AND Transcript (T)
AND … }

instead of
!

{R | ∃S ∈Student (R.Name = S.Name)
AND ∃T ∈Transcript(R.CrsCode = T.CrsCode)
AND …}

!
where R is a new tuple variable with attributes Name and CrsCode
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Relation Between TRC and SQL (cont’d)

• List the names of all professors who have
taught MGT123
– In TRC:
{P.Name | Professor(P) AND ∃T ∈Teaching
(P.Id = T.ProfId AND T.CrsCode = ‘MGT123’) }

– In SQL:
SELECT P.Name
FROM Professor P, Teaching T
WHERE P.Id = T.ProfId AND T.CrsCode = ‘MGT123’

!

Core of SQL is merely a syntactic sugar on top of TRC
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What Happened to Quantifiers in SQL?
• SQL has no quantifiers: how come? It uses conventions:
– Convention 1. Universal quantifiers are not allowed (but SQL:1999
introduced a limited form of explicit ∀)
– Convention 2. Make existential quantifiers implicit: Any tuple
variable that does not occur in SELECT is assumed to be implicitly
quantified with ∃

• Compare:
{P.Name | Professor(P) AND ∃T ∈Teaching … }
Implicit

and
SELECT

P.Name

FROM Professor P, Teaching T
………
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∃

Relation Between TRC and SQL (cont’d)
• SQL uses a subset of TRC with simplifying
conventions for quantification
• Restricts the use of quantification and negation (so
TRC is more general in this respect)
• SQL uses aggregates, which are absent in TRC
(and relational algebra, for that matter). But
aggregates can be added
• SQL is extended with relational algebra operators
(MINUS, UNION, JOIN, etc.)
– This is just more syntactic sugar, but it makes queries
easier to write
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Views in TRC

• Problem: List students who took a course from every
professor in the Computer Science Department
• Solution:
– First create view: All CS professors
CSProf = {P.ProfId | Professor(P) AND P.DeptId =
‘CS’}
– Then use it
{S. Id | Student(S) AND
∀P ∈ CSProf ∃T ∈ Teaching ∃R ∈ Transcript (
AND P. Id = T.ProfId AND S.Id = R.StudId AND
T.CrsCode = R.CrsCode AND T.Semester = R.Semester
) }
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More complex SQL to TRC Conversion

• Using views, translation between complex SQL
queries and TRC is direct:
SELECT R1.A, R2.C
FROM Rel1 R1, Rel2 R2
WHERE condition1(R1, R2) AND
R1.B IN (SELECT R3.E
FROM Rel3 R3, Rel4 R4
WHERE condition2(R2, R3, R4) )
versus:

!

!

TRC view
corresponds
to subquery

{R1.A, R2.C | Rel1(R1) AND Rel2(R2) AND condition1(R1, R2)
AND ∃R3 ∈Temp (R1.B = R3.E AND R2.C = R3.C
AND R2.D = R3.D) }
Temp = {R3.E, R2.C, R2.D | Rel2(R2) AND Rel3(R3)
AND ∃R4 ∈Rel4 (condition2(R2, R3, R4) )}
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Domain Relational Calculus (DRC)
• A domain variable is a variable whose value is
drawn from the domain of an attribute
– Contrast this with a tuple variable, whose value is an
entire tuple
– Example: The domain of a domain variable Crs
might be the set of all possible values of the CrsCode
attribute in the relation Teaching
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Queries in DRC
• Form of DRC query:
{X1 , …, Xn | condition(X1 , …, Xn) }

• X1 , …, Xn is the target: a list of domain variables.
• condition(X1 , …, Xn) is similar to a condition in TRC;
uses free variables X1 , …, Xn.
– However, quantification is over a domain
• ∃X ∈Teaching.CrsCode (… … …)
– i.e., there is X in Teaching.CrsCode, such that condition is true

• Example: {Pid, Code | Teaching(Pid, Code, ‘F1997’)}
– This is similar to the TRC query:
{T | Teaching(T) AND T.Semester = ‘F1997’}
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Query Result
• The result of the DRC query
{X1 , …, Xn | condition(X1 , …, Xn) }
with respect to a given database is the set
of all tuples (x1 , …, xn) such that, for i = 1,
…,n, if xi is substituted for the free
variable Xi , then condition(x1 , …, xn) is a
true statement about the database
– Xi can be a constant, c, in which case xi = c
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Examples
• List names of all professors who taught MGT123:
{Name | ∃Id ∃Dept (Professor(Id, Name, Dept) AND
∃Sem (Teaching(Id, ‘MGT123’, Sem)) )}
– The universal domain is used to abbreviate the query
– Note the mixing of variables (Id, Sem) and constants (MGT123)

• List names of all professors who ever taught Ann
{Name | ∃Pid ∃Dept (
Professor(Pid, Name, Dept) AND
	

∃Crs ∃Sem ∃Grd ∃Sid ∃Add ∃Stat (
Lots of ∃ –	

 a
hallmark of DRC.
Teaching(Pid, Crs, Sem) AND
Conventions like
Transcript(Sid, Crs, Sem, Grd) AND
in SQL can be used
to shorten queries
Student(Sid, ‘Ann’, Addr, Stat)
)) }
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Relation Between Relational Algebra,
TRC, and DRC
• Consider the query {T | NOT Q(T)}: returns the set of
all tuples not in relation Q
– If the attribute domains change, the result set changes as well
– This is referred to as a domain-dependent query

• Another example: {T| ∀S(R(S)) \/ Q(T)}
– Try to figure out why this is domain-dependent

• Only domain-independent queries make sense, but
checking domain-independence is undecidable
– But there are syntactic restrictions that guarantee domainindependence
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Relation Between Relational Algebra,
TRC, and DRC (cont’d)
• Relational algebra (but not DRC or TRC) queries
are always domain-independent (prove by
induction!)
• TRC, DRC, and relational algebra are equally
expressive for domain-independent queries
– Proving that every domain-independent TRC/DRC
query can be written in the algebra is somewhat hard
– We will show the other direction: that algebraic queries
are expressible in TRC/DRC
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Relationship between Algebra, TRC, DRC
• Algebra: σCondition(R)
{T | R(T) AND Condition1}
• TRC:
{X1,…,Xn | R(X1,…,Xn) AND Condition2 }
• DRC:
!

• Let Condition be A=B AND C=‘Joe’. Why Condition1 and
Condition2?
– Because TRC, DRC, and the algebra have slightly different syntax:
Condition1 is T.A=T.B AND T.C=‘Joe’
Condition2 would be A=B AND C=‘Joe’
(possibly with different variable names)
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Relationship between Algebra, TRC, DRC

• Algebra: πA,B,C(R)
• TRC:
• DRC:

{T.A,T.B,T.C | R(T)}
{A,B,C | ∃D ∃E… R(A,B,C,D,E,…) }

!

• Algebra: R r S
• TRC:
{T.A.T.B,T.C,V.D,V,E | R(T) AND S(V) }
• DRC:
{A,B,C,D,E | R(A,B,C) AND S(D,E) }
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Relationship between Algebra, TRC, DRC
• Algebra: R ∪ S
• TRC: {T | R(T) OR S(T)}
• DRC: {A,B,C | R(A,B,C) OR S(A,B,C) }
!

• Algebra: R – S
• TRC: {T | R(T) AND NOT S(T)}
• DRC: {A,B,C | R(A,B,C) AND NOT S(A,B,C) }
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QBE: Query by Example
•
•
•
•

Declarative query language, like SQL
Based on DRC (rather than TRC)
Visual
Other visual query languages (MS Access,
Paradox) are just incremental improvements
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QBE Examples
Print all professors’ names in the MGT department
Professor

Id

Name

DeptId

P._John

MGT

Operator “Print”

Targetlist “example”
variable

Same, but print all attributes
Professor
P.

Id

Name

DeptId
MGT

• Literals that start with “_” are variables.
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Joins in QBE
• Names of professors who taught MGT123 in any semester
except Fall 2002
Professor

Id

Name

DeptId

_123 P._John

Teaching

ProfId CrsCode
_123 MGT123

Semester
< > ‘F2002’

Simple conditions placed
directly in columns
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Condition Boxes
• Some conditions are too complex to be placed directly
in table columns
Transcript StudId CrsCode
P.
CS532

Semester

Grade
_Gr

Conditions
_Gr = ‘A’

OR

_Gr = ‘B’

• Students who took CS532 & got A or B
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Aggregates, Updates, etc.
• Has aggregates (operators like AVG, COUNT),
grouping operator, etc.
• Has update operators
• To create a new table (like SQL’s CREATE TABLE),
simply construct a new template:
HasTaught
I.

Professor

Student

123456789 567891012
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A Complex Insert Using a Query

q
u
e
r
y

u
p
d
a
t
e
query
target

Transcript StudId CrsCode
_5678
_CS532
Teaching

ProfId CrsCode
_12345 _CS532

HasTaught
I.
HasTaught

Professor
_12345
Professor

Semester
_S2002

Grade

Semester
_S2002
Student
_5678
Student

P.
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Connection to DRC
• Obvious: just a graphical representation of DRC
• Uses the same convention as SQL: existential
quantifiers (∃) are omitted
Transcript StudId CrsCode
_123

_CS532

Semester
F2002

Grade
A

Transcript(X, Y, ‘F2002’, ‘A’)
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Pitfalls: Negation
• List all professors who didn’t teach anything in S2002:
Professor

Id
_123

Teaching
¬

Name

DeptId

P.

ProfId CrsCode

Semester

_123

S2002

• Problem: What is the quantification of CrsCode?
{Name | ∃Id ∃DeptId ∃CrsCode ( Professor(Id,Name,DeptId) AND
NOT Teaching(Id,CrsCode,’S2002’) ) }
• Not what was intended(!!), but what the convention about implicit
quantification says

or

{Name | ∃Id ∃DeptId ∀CrsCode ( Professor(Id,Name,DeptId) AND ……}
• The intended result!
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Negation Pitfall: Resolution
• QBE changed its convention:
• Variables that occur only in a negated table are implicitly
quantified with ∀ instead of ∃
• For instance: CrsCode in our example. Note: _123 (which
corresponds to Id in DRC formulation) is quantified with ∃,
because it also occurs in the non-negated table Professor

• Still, problems remain! Is it
{Name | ∃Id ∃DeptId ∀CrsCode ( Professor(Id,Name,DeptId) AND …}

or
{Name | ∀CrsCode ∃Id ∃DeptId ( Professor(Id,Name,DeptId) AND …}

Not the same query!
– QBE decrees that the ∃-prefix goes first
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Microsoft Access
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